Stick In The Mud Meets Spontaneity (Meet Your Match)
Synopsis
Home for the summer, Samantha Kinsey is ready to step into her role as pseudo-nanny for her two favorite charges. But when she realizes she’ll be playing chauffeur more than playmate, her summer outlook quickly turns from fun to bleak. That is, until she meets Colten McCoy—a genuine, hard-working cowboy, who's as set in his ways as he is handsome. Although he claims he doesn't need any spontaneity in his life, Sam’s determined to help him find it. But she’ll soon discover that cowboys are about as easy to change as wild mustangs. Stick in the Mud Meets Spontaneity is about an adaptable girl and a not so adaptable guy. It’s about learning to accept people for who they are and realizing that sometimes who they are is exactly who they should be.
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Customer Reviews
This one is a new favorite for me! Sam(antha) is everything that I wish I could be, but I think I'm more like Colten. She’s very spontaneous and full of life. After graduating from college, she has the summer off before she starts her new job in NYC and heads home to spend time with her family. After chauffeuring young Kajsa to a ranch, Sam sits down and makes a bucket list for the summer. What a FUN and creative list! I've tried to make a bucket list before and it just seems boring. Sam
isn't afraid to try new things, but she is afraid from varying from her goals and lists. Her first meeting with Colten the cowboy is hilarious. Colten is much more serious and is content with his life just the way it is. Who needs adventure and fun to change things up? Definitely not him. Sometimes opposites really do attract and two people become a good balance for each other. I love the way their personalities really come to life throughout the story. I really loved the setting—a ranch in Colorado right during the summer! I love horses, but my youngest is the real horse lover in the family and Kajsa reminds me so much of her. I really enjoyed that aspect of the story—horses, training a wild mustang, ranch life, etc. There were so many moments that had me smiling, laughing out loud, and just feeling plain old happy. Of course, there were some hard times too, but for the most part, this story is sunshine and rainbows and highly recommended for any and all clean romance lovers! Content: clean kissing and nothing else of note. *I received a copy in exchange for an honest review*

Loved it! Another awesome romance from author Rachael Anderson. Rachael is one of my favorite authors and this book is a good example of why. Spontaneous Sam’s bucket list for the summer includes learning to ride a horse, riding a bull in a rodeo and having a fling with a cowboy. Stick in the mud cowboy Colton McCoy may not seem like a perfect match but when he sets out to help Sam with her bucket list these two opposites may have more in common than anyone thought. This book contains a wonderfully fun romantic story without any unneeded content. A squeaky clean read that I wholeheartedly endorse and highly recommend. Content: Squeaky Clean Source: Review copy in exchange for a review

I really enjoyed this one! I’ve been looking forward to this story for awhile now. I was excited when I saw that Rachael was writing a series, I love a series like this were we can see favorite characters get their own books and stay in the same setting that we fell in love with in the first book. Samantha has been a fun character in the previous books and I was excited to see her story. She is such a fun character, upbeat and positive. She’s also driven and knows what she wants out of life and isn’t afraid to go after it. Colton was a great leading man, I’m a sucker for cowboy stories and he fit the bill perfectly. He’s drawn to Samantha right off the bat, there are a enough differences between them to keep things interesting, they balance each other well. I enjoyed their courtship and watching their relationship evolve. They have a few bumps along the way and its a fun trip along the way to their happily ever after. Overall, a fun contemporary romance. I enjoyed the characters and setting and catching up with past characters as well. I liked that the main focus was on Samantha and
Colton, but we did get to see some old friends from past books. I liked that they didn't take over the story which can sometimes happen in series. A perfect summer read! 

Content: Romance
Language: None
Violence: None
Religious: None
Series: Book three in Meet Your Match series, but could stand on its own.
Source: Received complimentary copy in exchange for honest review, and I honestly loved it. :) 

Genre: Contemporary romance, Technically New Adult due to the ages of the main characters. However, it doesn't hold with a lot of the New Adult out there which was a bonus for me since I'm tired of NA books becoming so similar and alike.
Standalone/series: Part of a companion series but can be read as a stand alone
Cliffhanger?: No
Cursing?: No
Descriptive Sex?: No, this is a clean author
Contains Cheating?: No
Overall Chemistry: High
Overall Couple’s Rootability: High
HEA/HFN/etc Ending: HEA
1st/2nd/3rd Person: Third
Character(s)POV Spoken: Dual
Any Triggers/Warnings: No
Overall Rating: 4.5
Would You Read More Books By This Author: Yes

I enjoyed this cute story. I've read the prior two books in this series but it wouldn't be necessary to enjoy this story. There are glimpses of past characters but you are given the pertinent information to enjoy the current story. This book is technically New Adult due to the ages of the protagonists but be aware that it doesn't read like a standard NA. This author is clean and writes cute, sweet stories in general. I was worried at one point what direction the book would go in but I was pleasantly surprised with where it did. ***spoiler alert ***The heroine has a huge opportunity for her career in New York but it would be very far from the hero. He is tied to his family ranch and also has a fear of flying so it looks grim for them to continue their relationship if she continues with her plans to take the job. I was worried that, as per usual for a romance, the female would be the one to give up her dreams for the hero. I was really happy with the direction this ended up going in the end.
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